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Statement of the Problem

1. The purpose of this paper is to de,,crtlie. ways of facilitating the devel-
opint of internal support structures for the establishment of autonomous
seWndary schools in the Netherlands.

7
? A first and necessary step in the preparation of the paper was to become
acquainted with the past and current educational environment in the Nether-
lands'/Ild with plans for the future. This was possible, at a minimal level
at least, through a reading of the books and documents provided for,us.
(These materials art listed in the bibliography.)

3. From these materials, it is evident that.the concept of an autonomous
school represents a significant change in Dutch secondary education. On the
surface,at least, it represents a major innovation. However, on closer in-
spection, it appears to be even more' than that. It seems that theres more
than one innovation involved in developing an autonomous school. ,For exam-
ple, developing a school faculty that functions in an autonomous manicturis a ,

major innovation in itself. Efforts to develop external and internal support
structures may well be considered as two other innovations, for they.c6uld
occur independent of the autonomous school and they may require differing
change strategies if they are to be successfully ioplemented.
there are many other pedagogical and social changes either underway or

planned that will have significant influence oh Dutch secondary education and
the development of autonomous schools; From our nerspective all ot these
changes together represent an "innovation bundle" rather thin a single inno-
vation.

4. Succesg*ul implementatiOn of any innovat) requires careful planning
and consistent and systematic management of .the.c ange effd'rt. When imple-

1 V.

I
The research described herein was conducted under contract with the

NAtio 11 Institute, of Education. The -opinions expressed are those or the
autho, s and do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of'the Nationa
Inst tute of.Education. No endorsement by the National Institute.or Educa-.

tionshouldbe inferred.
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meriting an innovation bundle, planning and managoident are even more criticil.
It is 'very evident that much thought and effort has already been devoted co

,policy planning for the future of secondary education in the Netherlands (vn
'Nelzen, June 1979). Indeed, the systematic approach to a naCibnal assessment
spd treatment of educational needs in the NetheF)ands offers S model worthy
of international attention.

5. In the initial invitation to prepare this paper, it was suggested tat
we address our remarks to the characteristi-s or possible char4teris,tics of
internal support structures for secondary hools in' the Netherlands. While
we did' not lose sight of. that topic, the paper i, directed more towards
describing how to establish an environment and a set of procedures for detvel
oping internal support structuresthan towards i,dentifying specific support
structures and their charagteris,tics. This approach was taken because we
believe that internal support structures must grow out of the needs of
school and individuals. Thus, they should foll)w, rather than precede, the
development of autonomous schools. 'llerefore, the focus of this papers is.on
facilitating the development of internal support structures rather than
identifying and descxibing them. .

k

6. This paper attempts to build upon the excellent work that has already
been done regarding policy planning for autonomous schools-and internal sup
port-structure's and relate it specifically to changing the individual school.
The paper is divided into fourlemajor sections: mhOchool and Its Role, The
Innovation, Change Strategies, and SummarY.and Discussion. Generally, each
section will discuss the topic, analyze it, pose questions or raise issues
abotit it, and offer suggestions related to it.

The School and Its Role

,Analysis

7. The amount and quatity of detailed planning that Dutch officials have
carried..out in preparationia establishing autonomous schools is Lruly,4
remarkable. It has been stated that the firstNhjective Dutch education
is to build a system of coordinated facilities to encourage and support
autonomous schools. Policy recommendations 2 -13. (Dutch Catholic School
Council, 1979) present in much detail the fiveyear plan that has been laid
out to achieve this, objective.

'8. A review of, the five ear plan reveals that authorities are t3 pursue a
specific policy of stiMnia ng the development'of the autonomous,school.
Accordingly, it is recommended that'the authorities take a number of sLéo
carry out this policy, (e.g., set up management training programs, compile a

handbook on personnel trlanagement, study thenumber of holies to be at the
disprAal of, schools for specif.it assignments). "hat is not clear in 00
eighteen recommendations is what individual schools are expected to do during
the five-year planning period.

Re
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9.. Research on educational change conducted by the Te,eas Research and

DevelopMent Center (Rutherford, 1979) has shown 'that if individuals (and
groups) are to use an innovation, they must understand the innovation and
their role in lt. If Dutch schodl personnel are going, to -effectively devel )p

autonomous schools, they will want to know several things. ,School pers9nnel
will want a very specific description of an autonomous school so that they
will know when\they have become autonomous.. Schools will want to know what
the steps or phases are that indicate progres;-; toward th(7, goal ofautonomy.

Specification of these steps is necessary so that schools will know What they
-are to-do, and can evaluate their own prQgress.

10. If there is a timeline schools are ro,foll'ow or implementation of
,auto6omy, that timeline should be made clear. In addition, schools will
sure v want to know why they arejo become autonomous. They wilt want
know w dt is to happen when they become autonomous,and low their school witl
be dif erent. Finally, they will ask how much autonomy they, will really
have and what kinds of power and authority wilf he vested in an individual
school.

11. The policy recommendationi formulated by Dutch autilorities have estab-
lished a strong foundation for the ultimate development elf autonomous
schools. What is needed now.is a process for translating these policy dvi-
sions into day-by-day practice.

12. With regards to internal support structures, two major forms have been
proposed: (1) counseling of milk- and adult students and (2) support to.
teachers and the school as a whole. It is interesting to note that the plAn
for developing the'counseliog function in schools is very detailed whereas
the plan for the sup4brt system as a whole, is quite general. Forrschools to
implement the counseling program in the detail that is called for in the,
recommendations, changes are necessary in the role and practice of teachers.
This means the counseling program development is an innovation, in. and of
,itself.

13. Plans for the internal support system to the schooiJ as a whole focus on
(1) 'an official who is to work within the school and (2 the need for aw
receptive attitude within the schoolg that are to feceive this official.
Apparently, this official is to'gbe the link that helps (or ,causes) schools tar
translate\policy into practice. the goal_ of this particular effort, the role
of staff mebers in it, and a timeline for accomplishing the effort have yet
to he established.

.

Questions 4

14. As we Consider the role of the school in tkis whole process of change,
there are a number of specific questions that can be formulated.

15. Do schools know what is expected of theM in the movement toward autono-
my? Time tables and resources have been allocated for activities, such as



management training, personnel management in school facilitIes, CraintlIg
advisors for adult educot ion and evaluati:Al. Is it going to b., required tuat
all sfhools participate in each of these activilies,,or will schools have the
autonbaly to decide in which activities they will engage?

16. Can schools reject some aspects of the plan for developing autonomy?
For example, can schbols refuse to participate in the manage`n6nt training
activities or could a school reject the idea of establishing a counscting
team and a "counseling scheme" within the school? It is quite possible that
a schpol could develop autonomy Ivithout -ut.ilizing all the internal mod exter-
nal support opportunities that are mader.ivailable to them.

17. It has been .stated that the first objective is to "stimulate conditions
which favor the development of autonomous schools" (Dutch Catholic School
Council, 1979; pg. 3). According to the plans for nctomplishing this goal,
at (least some members of school staff will be participating in some type.ot
training or re-training. As schepl staff members engage in the various
courses or inseivice training, is it, expected that some immediate outcoiles
will be recognized in schools? By the end of, 1.980,,1982 and 1984; wh'at is
supposed to be happening in selhools? Is Hie actual development of autonomy
in schools to'be.Sccomplished after 1985/86, or is i t to -be. ongoing with the
training that takes place 'during these years?

18. What happens if seine sChoolg do not devetp autonomy? For example, some
schools might resist the changes openly, or some mio,ht pa'rticipate in all the
training activities without being a cted. After all, to become autonomous
will re"qutire much effort from chool staffs and the- may feel the benefits of

' autonomy arc not worth the output required. What benefits will schools re-
ceive that would encourage them to become autonomous?

19. The autonomy, of an individual school is apparently very limited ( utch
Catholic School Council, 1979, pg.' 3). !tow much power and independenci will
schools actually have? Will schools he able to decide on major issues such
as type of students to.be admitted, the basic curriculum to be offered, or
standards forxeachers who are to he employed? Apparently, social changes in
the Netherlands are creating new demands and problems fair schools. Can
schools decide which demands they will meet and problems thy will solve? If
schools do,not control the major decisions that influence their activitie,,.
they may feel that .the concept of autonomy is nothing more than a technique
for ensuring that each sch6o1 decides how it is going to implement what the
Dutch Catholic School Council or some other_govl.rumental'body tells them tney
must do.

2 Have various change processes been considered? There,,ar.: num4or
a proaches to accomplish change in schools. It :IkA;,. be that more than one
approach will, be,neededunder the differing conditions,.

0

Suwstions
1

21. An excel nt plan from'tful development of inteipal and external support
struct -ures ow exists. This ,ean exfl'licates the,amouni of money quit wil? he

1
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spent each year On these structures, how manv people will he trained or re-
trained, and the kind or'training they are to receive. The ultimate purpose
.42f this plan is to stimulate the development of the autonomous school.
Granted, this first objective is to build upa system of coordinated facili-
ties; but these facilities must be applied -to the goal of autonomous school.5.
It is recommended that as soon as possible a plan be developed that will show
how the development of the autonomous schools is ro progress in relAtion to -

the buildup and utilization of thQ-Asystem of coordinated facilities. Changes
that are to occ.u0fn schools in response to the support structures must be
described in this plan. .

22. A second recommendation is for clear, frank explication of the 'purposes
that are to be ,served by the development of autonomy in schools. These pur-
poses must Ha stated in practical terms, that are relevant to the day-by-,la y

work of schools and, their staffs. SchooLsvare not. Likely to pursue changes
that have only vague-goals and do not make clear the benefits of the" change.

24. When ari innovation is introduced into a school or into a group of
schools, it is almost certain that some individuals and some schools will not
use the innovation. A final recommendation is that plans b'e made now-for
responding to those. schools that do not become autonomous. A decision might
be made to leave those schools alone, to coerce them, to increase-the support,
structures avail'able to them, or to follow some other course of action. 1,1hat

is import4nt at this time is not the precise action to be taken, ,but that
thee is recognition of the, probability, that some schools won't change and
that some guidelines are needed for handling such a situation.

The Innovation
rJ

Ye.

Analysis

25. Before one can'propose processes and techniques for implementing an in--
novation, it is first necessary to clearly identify the innovation. It is

also important to have a common understanding of impfemeiltation.

26: 'Miles (19640'p. 14) describes an innovation "as a deliberate, novel,
'specific change, which is thought to be more efficacious in accomplishing the
goals of a,system." Roger S and Shoemaker (1971, p. 19) say "innovation is an
idea, practice, or object perceived as new by an individual." At The Re-
search and Deilelopment Center for Teacher Aucation, Austin, Texas, The Pro-
cedures fo? Adopting Educational Innovations (PAEI) Pro*t has defined an
innovation as "an identifiable, describable product .and /or process that when
implemented in a settipg will result in onervably different behayiors and'or
outcomes than were present prior to implementation" (unpublished).

.
,
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27. The PAEI Project defines implementation as the process of estAlishin8
use of )11e innovation. Implementtion is -not specifically defined b3, .4,1111s
but he ddes speak-of the -durable installation- of a particular innovation.
Coughlan, Cooke and Safer (1972) develop a collective Innovation ,Decision
Process in which there,P,- an implementation phase, the time when a proposed
innovaticip is Cranslated into practice. The term "adoption" used by Rogers
and Shoem'ker (1971) and others,'seems to iRclude implementati,

28. From 'these definitions, ap innewation implies something that will bring
.aout change. Implementation implies use of an innovation, thus change.
With this in mind iae can now consider the innovation of an autonomous scho,,I.
and the internal suppbrt structures necessary for implementation. The.se two
aspects of change will be glisidered separately because they differ it terms
of what is known and weedsneeds to he done if the change is to he success-
fug.

-Tr

Autonomous Schools

r

29. Precisely defined, an autonomous school, would be one that is self-
governing. Since it is not,possible for a single school to be truly self-
goerning, it, scorns this innovation is intended to help (caused) schools be-
come as autonomous as possible, or relatively, autonomous, according to Dutch.
officials. :77

l'

30. The achievement /10 autonomy will require changes in the practices and
probably the values of staff members. (Staff includet teachers, administra-
tors, mid7management personnel, and all other persOnnel working with the
school). Just.a few ofthe changes that must Occur will be mentioned here to
emphas'ize the magnitude ,of the innovation.

31. In an autonomous school, everyone has to a-ssume greater responsibility
for decision making and for administration of the school. Those who make
decisions-must share the responsibility for 'mplementing those decisions.
Teachers typically 'do riot view themselves as -administrators and are reluctant
to assume that responsibitity.. They may be adept and comfortable in making
decisions affecting their 'classroom bu-t they can he very reluctant and
uncomfortable when expected to make decisions affecting other staff members .

and the 'school as a whole.

32. Teachers usuallr feel that their primary, if it their only, responsi-.
bility is to provide the best possible instruction to students. Asking them
to redirect some of their time and energy from their teaching. responsibility
to.the organiation and management of the school will be,viewed by many as an
inappropriate professional expectation. There is a traditional assumption '

among teachers that administrdtors should p.rovide,the resources and school
ermironment required fo them to be effective teachers. When a school be-
comes autonomous teach is must become providers as well as,users of
resources.

1f)

.
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33. Just as accepting deCision making and administrative respon,ibilitie, t,

'criificAlt for teachers, sharing those responsibilities 1, both difficult Gild
pbtentially threatening-to individuals. The authority traditionally accorded.
Ato.administrators gives them a certain ~Cetus within the school and communItv
and it also provides a personal/professional prot,ection ot p(isition.

. among the More willing administrators, authority and res.ponsinility are'not,
easily shared.

34. Obviously, its a school is to .fiinction tuionomously, there Will need to
be much training and retraining of a'11 members of the staff if they are- to
deuelop the skills and maturation needed t6 fAiction in their now-manage-

. ment/leadership role. Ev9ry.oneWi11 have roles that are somewhat new and
different and they must be prepared to accept and perform in those rolas.
no- means will the staff 6e able to antomat.ically Emrke tidy .change. Deverop-

I.
ink; Tiiitonomy is a malor innovation representing a fundamental ,'11,trIgo a,'cora-

ing to McMullen's- categories -and the implementation process must be
planned accordingly. (It should -be mentioned that 'this brief discussioh has
not overlooked the fact, that the schopl. needs to interact with its environ-
ment. This-willhe addressed in a later section.) .

35. lAow,.ten does this change relate to internal support structures') lhis
issue is discussed in the nest section.

Internal Support Structures
'

36. All the literature available to us concerning the developments in Dutch -
.education suggests that a symbiotic relationship is intended between autono-
mous schools and internal support structures. White this,is quitelogical,
and may be good for a number of reasons, it is not a necessary relatiOnship.
Consider what'is involved in the development or- internal support structures
and, how that relates to the evolution of the autonomous school. The two
developments differ in a basic way. For a school to become/autonomous, staff
members aide being asked to assume new roles and responsibi1it4s,which will
make their professional life more,Complex. Nt the same time, the development
of internal support stru. res is apparently intended to provide teachers
with assistance tha aces the complexity as the school develops autonomy.
Both are innovations"; one places demands on the tehers,,the other offers
theM help..

2
McMullen (1973) describes three types, of innovations or changes. A

1%.marginal change does not alter,the teacher's role nor greatly change nis or
her practices. An incremental change ,does not alter ,role, ;but changes
teacher practilces. A'fundamental change transforms both role and pract ice.

1.k



37. Certainly, the combination of these two innovations is logical if in-
ternal support structures ',,tio indeed make the work of staff members less con-
pleX and more effective. However, staff members do'uot aeWs know ,a- agree
on the.kind,of assistance they need nor do they automatically know how to
effectively utilize these resources. Therefore, helping staff members to
identify'and choose wisely the type of support structures they reallf,' need
and training them to use them effectively may well be a change of an tdcre-
mental if not fundamental nature. It should be recognized that the develop-
mept af autonomy and internal support structures, if not carefully guided, ''
could be conflicting rather than compatible. ., .

1
. 11111

38.. Consideration of some examples may help Nlus.trate the dynamics of this
change. A major problem in schools, according to the Van Velzen report,
that sheer populat\iori den.sity. make it difficult for tea,:hers and students to

personalize relationships. A student counselor (one type of inten:1l support
structure) may be very helpful in reaching out to students and-providing, them
with some personalized services: Teachers will.most certainly welcome coun-
selors if they feel they can readily refer students with problems. This type
of assistance may not be so -welcome, :however, if.res'trictions set by the
counselor on the students they will see do'not satisfy, the needs of teachers.;
Also, what happens if the counselor, after working with a'student, recommends
that the teacher change the wa' in 'which he works with the student? At this
point, a conflict in role and uthority can easily develop and the teacher -

.

may no longer vies the counselor *4 help bilt as ari4interference.

39. Rarely do all teachers, espeCially'in large schools, feel the need for
the same type of internal support. One teacher,May want a greater variety of
subject matetials so a greater span of stud'ent needs, and differvnces can be
addressed. Another may think the bet way to cope with student differences

'is to provide a teacher or teachers, to wbrk with remedial students. Where
internal support structures are'provided on the basis of needs that are sup-

,

posedly school-wide, it Will inevitably mean that_some teachers receive the
,assistance they want and others will not. This can pose a real problem for
staff morale. In individual schools- that are.ftinctioning autonomously, 'this
problem Gould be minimized through'-the cooperative selection dnj allocation
of internal support.resources. .

40. Even when teachers are happy with the internal support they receive;
they may not be effective in utilizing that support. For example, para-
professional teacher tides Were Introduce.] into American schools some years
ago. One expected outcome was increased pupilachievoment. Aides would
supposedly free teachers from non-instructional tasks allowing teachers'-to
spend more time 'teaching. Thelexpectation of increased pupil learning was
not always realized (Status Report,-4977). This was due, at least in part,
tb ehe fact- that frequently toeachers and aides did not know how to work
together productively. In fact, in4many case's the aide was one more person.
the teacher had to manage and direct and thus became a burden rather than. an
asset.

f
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41. Hopefully, the point has been made that developing an autonomous school,
and developing internal support .structures are two distinct innovations. Not
only are they both innovations, they can he developed and implemented inde-
pendent of each other.

1
Questions

42. The actual goals to be obtained by having autonomous scliool.s and

strengthening internal support structures will be considered in the next sec-
tion. At this point, it is relevant to Ask "which Of these two innovation,.;
is it most *portant to be oimplemented in Dutch schools ?" How quickly must
they be 'implemented? Research conducted at The Texas aesearch and Develop-
ment Center show$ that it may take as long as five yeirs to fully implement a
complex innovation. When a school attempts to implement two innovations 'it
.the same time, implementation time is likely to 'be even longer.

43. Who decides what internal support structures schools will l')ive and how
they will be provided!' The planning that has been done to date has already
identiffed several support structures schools should have. Thes'e include
adequate numbers of staff, counseling of young and elderly teachers, supple- ..

mentary training, career planning and improvement of the system of task allo-
cation. Very detailed schedules have already been set up for some of these
activities, slich as time allocations for aiding young and elderly teacher,,,.

Will individual sckogls have the right to reject any or air of these and re-
quest a compl.etely1Uifferent set or system of support structures?

44. Are schools expected to be making major chailges in curriculum, or means
of student evaluation, or any other major changes at'the same time they are
learning to become autonomous. If' so, there may be more than one innovatiop
in operation in the school at one time and that can create interactional
_problems.

Suggestions

45. It is recommended that the.initial focus on change in Dutch schools be
on the development of autonomous schools and that other changes such as
individualizing instruction;-changing ev luatioh procedures, etc., be delay-
ed. This recommendation is made in. th elief that an autonomous school will
be more.effective.and efficient in choosing and'impleMenting other changes.
Autonomy implies that a staff has through cooperative,efforts, decided on the
needs of the school and the kinds of changes that should take place'to meet
those needs. Staff members typically feel an increased ownership of.apd coml
mit4nt to changes arripd at through this cooperative process. Thisown&T-
shPr,4nd commitment enhances the probability of a change succeeding in a
school.

46. Individual schools should be encouraged and supported to begin immedi-
ately to develop the skills, understanding and acceptance necessary for a

13
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school to function autonomously. This can be accomplished within a s( hoof

without making any other changes, at' least for awhile. The movemeQ toward
' an autonomous school can logically begin with the staff first developing an
understanding of what an autonomous school is like. 'Next, the staff can look
carefully at how they are currently organized and functioning and compare
this with the requirement for becoming autonomous. kt. the same time, the
amount of latitude in decision making the s,chool actually has should.be con-

, .sidered.

47. When this initial assessment of the existing- conditions within a school
has been completed, the staff is then ready to take the next major step.
That step is to begin to develop and utilize the cooperAive decision making
processes and skills necessary to become autonomous. Almost certainly,
extetinal support wiLl be needed at this point to help the staff' to acquire
and utilize those skills involved in establishing and maintaining autonomy.

48. To become fully or even relatively autonomous, a school must reach out
a and include the school community in the .cooperative processes of decision

,

making arvel- problem solving. However, before the school reaches out to
include the community. in- any intensive or consistent manner, it is recommend-
ed that the staff first develop a reas ?nable level of skill in the processes.
In this 'way, the staff wil be much more confident ,when theydo include com-
muni.ty members and they Will be in a better poition td help those persons
learn and share in the ,cooperative processes.

49. As the entire staff begins E'"share ih the process of identi.Qing the
problems their school has and possible solutions to those problems, I'vTS
things will happen. First, changes that need to' be made in the school will
be tdentified. Secondly, the additional internal (and external) support
structures needed to accomplish these changes will becom clear and the
school will then seek,to4flave those,gtructures.. When a school staff reque,ts
or develops specific support structures on the basis of recognized needy,
those structures will be more readily accepted and uttlized than if the
structores'are provided by an outside source (such as he ministry or a
pedagogictl center) that thinks the school needs this support.' Knowing what
kinds of internal supp6nt structures are needed and how to use them most
effectively s part of the skill.training staffs will need as they move to-
ward autonomy.

50. Of course, school staffs can identify support structures they want with-
out being autonomous. However, if the entire staff is not involved in iden-
tifying and-understanding the problems of the entire school, individual re-
quests for support may not serve the interest of the 'school as a whole. This
is not to deny the importance of the needs of individuals,tbut when monies
for support are limited, they must be allocated fh ways that best-beneri.t
school as a whole, as well as individuals.

51. When the 'staff of an autonomous school begins to develop or seek inter -,
nal assistance, that is.the time to provide the training that Will help them

,choose wisely and use effectively internal support structures.

14
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52. In the p
been underway
Specifically,
bundle) was .a

sive planning
and parameter
thd emphasis:
actual...1y imple

Cliange Strategies

evious secties of this paper, the planning effort that has
regarding the development of autonomous schools was analyzed.
the autonomous school as a set of rnnovations (innovation

alyza, recommendations were made about how to turn the extc-'
and discusions into a concrete description of characteristLs
of what an autonomous school would be Like. In this section
ill shift to an exploration of the change process and ways to
vent the autonomous school in real sites. This section will

begin with aQgeneral description of different perspectives on viewing change
and then shift to implications of these different perspectives for establi.,11-
ing autonomous_schools and evaluating their effects. Again, we will focus on
the necessary characteristiCs of internal support systems and not the detail
of specific examples.

Analysis: Perspectives on Change

53.. Change has been viewed from many different perspectives in the litera-
;Jure. For the purposes of this paper, five major perspectives have been
identified. Each Perspective brings with it different assumptions about
change, different models, different research and different priorities for
what is important to mcnitor and to do to have successful change. These five
perspectives are -briefly summarized I. Each perspective win-110(
briefly described in the next several paragraphs.

Figure
.

Perspectives on Change

Type Sources Mechanisms for Change

Policy

Administrative

Pedagogical

Or'ganizatiohal

Development .

Concern-Based

Formal institutional

tuthbrities and governing
bodie

Line administratorg

Curriculum developers

Change agent

Internal or external
,change facilitatos

New rifles and regulations.

Administrator behavior
Bureaucratic organizations'

NeW instructienal materials
and processes

Growth-in group processes

Individual development in
use of the innovation
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54. The policy perspective places heavy empliasii-;. upon the establishment (,1
rules, regulations, laws and guidelines to accomplish change. l'olicy'jz
established and set by formal inst itut tonal authorities, governing bodies and
others in posit ions of authority within an organi zat io/or a social ssytem.,
In general practice, it appears that po 1 .i.,. y makers ..assume that change is WI
event that can be accomplished by the mere dassage of a law or announcement
of a set ,of rules or regulat ions. More. re..ently, this assumption appears to
be underg ing vmodif icat ikoi, with some recent laws includi. an implemimtat ion
period (e. ., the Mainstreaming Law, P. L. 94-142 in the United States).
Change fr m the policy perspective is very much from ,,,the "top down'.". Po 1 icv
change implicitly assumes that change will automatically happen "out there"
in the field once the central off ice or huthority establishes the new policy.
It 'does not usually attend to' what happens after the passing of the law, ,
either implicitly or explicitly.

4

55. Another traditional point of view is the' administrative perspective.
This perspective dews change as acd,ompl ished tlfrough manlgement and
institutional mec iani sins. The re'seaif rch of GT iff ith (1959) and Taylor (see
Callahan, 1962) are usually associated with the administrative perspective.
The work of Max llieber (1947) on organizations as bureakracies is also
subsummed within the administrator perspective. In general, key
administrators re seen as the fotce that makes change take place. The
bureaucracy and the staff are there to perform tasks. Job descriptions, task
analyses, and production _performance .are the mechanisms for 'change, a.S, well
as mechanisms ljor lircre-asing worker efficiency. -The individnal staff member
is viewed as a /cog in a wheel that the administrator superVigds.

56. A third 'p int of iew that clearly came into its own in the 1960's is
the' pedaio i perspective. From this perspective, change is assumed to be

. accomplished by the adoption of new instfacctional approaches. In the .1960's
in the U.S. , the strategy to change schools cused on the development of dew
curriculum material's. Large amounts of federal money were used to develop,'
evaluate, \nd l'ield`-te,st very elaborate and highly .sophisticated approaches
to inskruction.. At the extreme end of this initiative, there was serious
talk and commitment to the development of "teacher-proof", materials!? An
assuMpt ion -of---this- perspective is -that systematic deve lopment an-if packaging
of new instructional 'approaches will' bring about school change.

57. Another perspective on change that has received world -wide _attention in
the last ten years is organizationcal development (OD). This point of view is
represented by the works of Schmuck and Miles (1971), .and others. A Yecent
summary of OD research by Fullan, Miles and Taylor (1978) draws together many
of the recent findings about the elf fects of OD. From the OD perspective,
change is brought about by placing an emphasis upon group process skills and
organizational growth. Such group processes' as decision taking, pi-CM-le-in
solving, and communication are the focus of the change effort. It is assumed
that once these process skills are effectively used and the overall "health"

4,k, of the organizat it is improved, identiflt ion and jmplementat ion of other
innovations will. W. ceadily accomplished. The mechanism for organizational
development-based change is through workshops iv process skills lead by an

fi
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extetiaarchange'agent: orconsulC;int, attfiaugh wlth time it is assumed thai.
internal expertise will be established.-

58. A more recent and emerging,Terspective on change' is the Concerns-Based
Adoption Model (CBAM) Wail', Wallace & Dossett, 1973).jrFrom this perspec7'
tive, the emphasis i§ placed, upon the individual members of the organization,
and their development thrciugh a series of Stages of Concerns (Hall & Ruther-
ford: 1976) and Levjls'Ot Use (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, & Newlove, 1975) as
an innovation is implemented. From a concerns -based perspective, an emphasis
is placed upon viewing change as a process and upon the individual within the
organizational context as the key to ,-,uccessful change. The individual muse
be understood and assisted if change is to take place within the organizationA a whole.

59. Since less is 'known about theeconcerns-based perspective than other
approaches, we want to briefly describe several of the concepts. Sago of
Concern (SoC) {describe the feelings and perceptions of the indivWuNI.,t'eacher
and administratdr as they are involved in change.' In the CBAM, seveM Stages
of Concern about ,the innovation have been identified. These stages are
described briefly in Figure 2. Extensive research has verified the theory
that, in general, as each person approaches a change, their concerns will be
most intense on Stage 0 Awareness, L Informational and 2'Personal. As

,implementation begins, Stage 3 Management concerns become intense. With time
and appropriate support, it is possible for innovation users to resolve their
Aanagement *concerns and for student-oriented Impact concerns to be aroused at
Stages (., 5 and 6.

60. The Levels of Use (LeU) of the innovation focuses on the individuals be-
havior with the innovation. These levels are briefly descrihed in Figure 3.
The Levels of Use describe three different roles of nonusers (Levels 0, I,

and II) and five user levels (III-VI). In general, nonusers Move from a time
of "orienting" themselVes to the innovation to a time of first use that is

:mechanical- in nature, to stable - routine use, and possibly on to making
student-oriented refinements.

61. From the coacexasbased-per-specti-ve, change'facilitator (administra-
tors and/or consultants) can use SoC and Loll data as a diagnost.ic basis fOr'

,

making interventions that are relevant to user. concerns (Hall & Louck's,
1978). CBAM data can also be used to evaluate the degree of implementation
that has occurred (Hall & LouOks, 1977). With both SoC and LoU, it is

possible to look at individual and group data and to use the-dka for diagno-
sis and documentation or evaluation of the change effort.

62. The compatibility,( perhaps interdependence, of the concerns-based.and
organizational development perspectives by Mulford -(19791,
an OD specialist 141 Australia. He points out t-at a major obstrqction, to
implementation is-obtaining, cooperation among -teachers. Two of the reasons
given for the lack of cooperation among teachers are the following: (1)

individual teaners progress through sequential levels of use and stages of
concern with innovations, the early'levels,and stages of which are not

.7
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Figure 2

STAGES Or CONCERN:

TYPICAL EXPRESSIONS OF CONCERN ABOUT THE'INNOVATION

STAGES OF CONCERN EXPRESSIONS OF GONCERN

6 REFOCUSING I HAVE SOME IDEAS .ABOUT SOMETWM
I THAT WOULD WORK EVEN BETTER.,

414.

5 COLLABORATION' I AM CONCERNED ABOUT RELATING WHAT
A I AM DOING WITH WHAT OTHER-INSTRUCT-

ORS ARE DOING.
C

T
4 CONSEQUENCE HOW IS MY USE AFFECTING KIDS?'

T

A
S 3 MANAGEMENT I SEEM TO BE SPENDING ALL- MY TIME IN_
K GETTING MATERIAL READY.

$

2 PERSMAL HOW WILL USING IT AFFECT ME?
F

1 INFORMATIONAL I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW M
4

ABOUT IT.

0 AWARENESS I AM NOT CONCERNED ABOUT IT (THE
fI1NOVATION).

Procedures for Adopting Educ tioaal Innovatiolns Prbgram.
Research and Development Cent r for Teact r Education

The University of Te s at.Austi
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FigurQ 3

LEVELS OF USE OF THE INNOVATION:

TYPTEAL BEHAVIORS

LEVEL OF USE BEHAVIORAL INDICES OF LEVEL

VI RENEWAL TUE USER IS SEEKING MORE EFFECTIVE ALTERNA-
TIVES TO THE ESTABLISHED USE OF THE INNOVA-
TION.

V INTEGRATION THE USER IS MAKING DELIDERATE,EFFORTS TO
COORDINATE WITH OTHERS IN USING THE INNOVATION.

IVB REFINEMENT THE USER IS MAKING CHANGES TO INCREASE OUTCOMES.

IVA ROUTINE USER IS MAKING FEW OR NO CHANGES AND HAS .

A ESTABLISHED PATTERN OF USE.

III MECHANICAL USE

II PREPARATION

I OR

THE USER IS USING THE INNOVATION IN A POORLY
COORDINATED MANNER Aid') IS MAKING USER-ORIENTED
CHANGES.

THE USER IS PREPARING TO USE THE INNOVATION.

THE USER IS SEEKING,OUT INFORMATION ABOUT .

THE INNOVATION.

aim

0 NONUSE NO ACTION IS BEING.TAKEN WITH RESPECT,TO THE
INNOVATION.

\

Procedures.for Adopting Educational Innovations Program
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education

The Univetsity of Texas at Austin
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conducive to coordinated et tort ; (2) group-, in the school, or the tot al
sequence 4i3O: stages )t group development , the ea r i

stage o wii.ch do not focus on effective cooperation:

63. Reelecting on the concernsbased pep,pec ive , Mulford feels that indr
'ir" vidual teachers must master use of the innovat ion personal ly 'before enga ;ing

in act ive co 1 laborat ion with colleag,,ues.. From hi, own work with ,groups,
Mulford has developed the following description of Stages of Group Develop

.me nu.

school staf E,t ,fo l low a

Stdges of Group Development

STAGE

MAJOR EMPHASIS

INTERPERSONAL TASK BEHAVIOUR TO ADVANCE

1. FORMING

4:1

2. STORMING

3. NORMING

: PER --
FORMI!

BELONGING

POWER

GROUPNESS

-I-NTERAND
I
DEPENDENCE

ORIENTATION

ORGANIZATION

DATA FLOWS

P ROBLEM
S MALI NG

POLITE

CONFLICT

OPEN
MINDED

NESS

ADAPTIVE

RISK POSSIBLE
CONFLICT

4./

ESTABLISH
ROLES
LISTEN

TRUST SELF
AND OTHERS

S. MOURNING .42EASSERT
I N
DEPENDENCE

SUPERFICIAL
RUSH TO
FINISH TASK
OR TASK DE
EMPHAS SED
FOR SOCIAL
EMOTIONAL

DIS
ENGAGE

MENT
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64. In this design, Stages of Clmcern and Levels ot.1:,"ie are' especially (rit-
ical to- the Forming ,stage but have application in all ,Itages%

Targets of Change Initiatives
4

65. The above discussion briVly presents different perspectives on t4e
change process. Each empfiasCzes different mechonisms for instituting change.
Another dimension that .must >ie considered if change is to be undersCiood,
especially on the level of complexity that is being undertaken in the Nethr-
lands, is the targets of the change effort. As was mention in the brief
descriptions ve, both individuals, groups, and organizations can 5e the
targetof chang initiatives. There are multiple target's in change effort7 ,

and careful co, ideation must be given to how each of these target areas are.
attended to in order to maximize the chandOs for successful change. Figure 4

provides a relatively simplistic matrix of..'ttle various groupings of targets
that are possible. In all cases, it*isopossible to deal with individuals or .

individuals clustered into various group arrangements. 'A single school can
.he the target of a change effort or several schools'can be grouped and heeome
the target of a change effort. The same can be'said of administrators,
teachers, students, community members, and others.

Figure 4' r
Targets of Change Initiatives

0

PoIiCy .

People Schools Administrators Teachers Students Community

'Individual J

GrOup
C

66. The major point of emphasisis 1. that in order for a complex change
effortsuch as establishing autonom usschoolsto be successful,

,tidns andspeciat efforts must be directed at every cell within thematrik in
Figure Schools must be dealt with individually <Ind as groups. Thesame

of-admfnistrators, teachers, students, etc. A change efforb*that
does n6t. directly attend to all of the matrix.cells is likely to have parts.
of the system that are functJonfpg ineffectively and 'even may be resisting -

-the chan6 effort., Furthers, forethought should be given and plans specified °

in advance that effectively deals witn these different targets.- The same set

a
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of interventions (e.g.

PI 01) works hop.s wi 1 1 not t a,11 groups and indi \TI°:

a' duals.

Change is a Process

67. Another critical dimension or ma nag i'ng c ha ,ng.e -, to work iv um ehe as-

sullipt ion that change is a process, not an etenit. -As em'plpstzed iit the

Concerns-Based Adoption' Model, change is not aecJmp 1, is bed. simply by the pas-
sage of a law, an admit) t ra tor announcement 114 a fall facutty meet in:,,, or

through a two-day pre-school workshop. Rather, change is a prkp:ess that un-
fol-ds over time, and conscios Af torts must be made to attend efro and facili-

tate this process if implementation o the innovat ion to be successful .

68. oNe way of viewi ng as_ a process is outdlined in :FIgure 5. This
schema .gain is suggested for basic analysis and 'planning.. We recognize that
the entire change procets is much more complex. .However,, to be able to
emphas ize sllwera I c r uc ia 1 points in the imp lementat ion of the Ant onomow,

school, this schema requires further discussion. 4

Figure 5

Change is a Process

odching

New Game 0
:-.4 Introduction -----.> Implementation ____4 InstitutionalizatioaA 11>

- .
Plan.,

vim
., .

, --.

4valuation__________,--'-

r

69. First oP all, in terms of this discussion, w wil'i
k,

ume that the new
concept is the autonomous schobl. Of course, what the4antonomows ::>Ctiool

actual ly is operationally needs ,to be ,defined, Is -was noted ti.Arlictr in this

paper. ' Once this is defined in terms of ope rat ihnal characteristics, there
is need of a plalitor guiding the inpovat iota iinplemontati on. In oulitAwsthirch ,

on tae change proess using the Conge rns-Based Adopt ioleModti, we have hei:..n
working on the ,development of an Intervent ion Taxonomy (11.411, Zigarmi & Hord,
1979). One key compopent 9f analysis of interventions is the- Came Plan, the
overall` schema and structure of the facilitating actions', that4kre to be taken
as the change 'process unfolds. A game plan is similar in Goncept ibn to the
plan an athletic coach has in preparation for an attliet.ic event. The coach.

. brings

)

to ,,,the game a list of plays, player ass ignmentA, A nd procedures that .

.

.
f

-v----
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will be utilised on otfense and defense. 111.-. game 0,4r1 is it'n
As the game unfolds, the game plan May be Pvs shifted in
Uccordancetwith ho0, the game prdeeZes or regresses. So it is with'
educational-change, a game plan may be modiTied to accommodate changing
s ituat ions.

70. in a change effort, especially one as complex as that being initiated in.
the NcAheriands we strongly advocate ?he development of a game, plan.
consideration most be given to the different targets, the different
perspecthves on change_ and -how all of these can he orclfestrated to make sure'
that the change effort is successful. This intervention planning does nbt
eTninate surprises, but it can reduce tfie'ir number and fre.quency.

1 6 ,

71, As anotfier step in the change process,, the inmvation must be itstroduced
to the potentlalusers.. The introduction...in itselt entails both initial
awareness, initial f

orienthtion and preparation for Iir4t use*. Each one of
these Steps must he carefully thought out. Appropriate mechanisms and'
activities must be structured-in.order fof the propel internal policies,

'resources, facilities, and individual frame of mind he in place for success
ful implementatioli:

".

12. As has been clearly documented (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978; Hall &
Lork.s, 1977; Emrick:'Peterson,,& AgarwalaRogers, 1977), the implementation
o'r an Cnnovtition is not the same as on44/11; use.' During,fh-st use of an'
innovation. a great many logistical problems are likely, to,occur. Special
Attention to individual feelings will be-needed during the rough moments.
This part of the change process- heeds to he- attended To differentnan
other parts of the process. IncKentaliy,.this is a rather poor time to do a
summative evaluation, checking'for learning outcome.41pall & Loucks, 1977),
t is quite l'ikel'y that What is happening in the classroom is having effects
that are less favtqable thin in previctus years. Summat ive evaluations should
be delayed'untll Ae time of ChstitutTonalizaton.

73. rnstiAtionalization is different from implementation. ImpLementation
is 'a time of initial trial, a time to work out the basic way of using the
iri"novation and to work out logistical and coordination problems. Institu'
tio5Alization represents a Cime when the innovation has been implemented to
the point where use is stabilized; routines and systems have been established
add a regular pattern of use is underway and Management concern have been
resolved.

"7:i

74. lig/timtionalization can take three to fiye years with coMplek innova
tions and even longer with innovation bundles. Thus, change is a process in
)01rh the time elemdnt is madh.longer than many of the perspectives on change
acknowledge or care to admit. This is especially true for policy makers who
may be Concerned,about their professional positions., 1t is, not likely that
change can be accomplished successfully and consistent effects demonstrated
to less than three years for relatively simple innovations. An innovation
bundle4as complex as the autonomous school will take much''Ionger to institu
tionalize.

23
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7 5. I t should be ment i oiled tliat one. b.1, i =pc 1 on wide r 1 vi 1111,, 'lupe I

is that somewhere within the autonomous move,dont there is an
dual or group who has the authority and willingnes_s to provide coordin.ition
and facilitate leadership, for this eft-rti-t. Perhaps the new otlici a. I ro;f-
dent.:e will serve in-- tkliat role. This coaching is essential to successful
change. Other4.Tise,anarchy will prevail and there will he great confusion
and inconsistency 2n result. Inconsistency Nly Bit desirable. If so, that
can alsobe planned TOr. ,However; confasion-;trauma, oid resistance can
develop without stability in decision making and coordination from a central
group. Thus, coaching becomes one aspect of the change process that. can be
very helpful.

ti

76. Evaluatidn' must also be ongoing. Evaloat.ion, inCludes tie forriia tive
activities of monitoring, needs-sensing, 4iagnosing, tend co t-monitoning.
The sudtrative aspects of evaluation must also be emplove once .the innovation

'n implemented, but not before: Direct effects in terms of learning out-
comes and financjal cost should be measured, as shouldth,e larger social mild

.national impact-of'this.ambitions effort. Apparently; tho impact of school
on national so.c-i-al issues seems.very important. evaluation to qi-,curately
reflect this impact; it is especially important that expected social outcomes
be idedtified as early as possible.

:

SIL

Ga me Plan for Establishing Autonomous Scht?ols

'77r By combining the various dimensions that have been described si far
(perspectyes on change, targets of the effort, and view of change as a
process) a series-of matrices can bg constructed. Figure 1) i one example
or, if `desired, as three-dimensional cube model could also be constructed.
qhis conceptual framework can be uk9d as a basis for identifying interven-
tions 'and.actions that mc.led to be tak in planning, implementing, and insti-
tution.alizing the relativOy autonomous school. it cannot be the functionof
this paper to fill all the cells Qf these matricog. Rather, in this paper we
emphasize that each one of tire cells .must be planned for in a concrete 'and
concerns-based fashioned; Every'one of these cells represents potential
actors who hiRie potential roles with regard to the success of the adtonomogs
schools. They can and wil &l work, to either support or resist the implement-
tion of thi, innovation bundle. Tire strategies' that are used td work with
these' different targets and at different points in the change,processmust he
carefully thout out. Ia the subsequent discussi6n, we will raise some
questions in regard to these various cells and also make some recommendations
from our, perspective. What we have attempted to so in this section is to
provide a set of strucxures that can be uswi in thinking about, planning and
managing the overall change effort, so it approaches implementation at ,the
local 'sites.
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Game Plan for Establishing Adtonomous Schools

Interventions Acrbss the Change Process
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Questions

1.

78. The following ale a series of questions with brief discussion that are
raised from the above analysis and feom our review of materials about the
planned movement towards autonomous schools. Some of these questions may al-
ready be answered. Others we expect need more attention.

79. 1. ...What does the game plan for the nation and each individual school
loqk like? The publication "Summary and Policy Recqmmendqtions

. has
beginning descriptions of what the game plan can look like":" However, the
game plan does not appear to be developed to a point of operationalization,
especially at the.introduction and implementation phases. Cleaily, no dis-
tinction has been made between implementation and institutionalization, and
this sllodld be done. Very differedt types of support and assistance need to

4001 be provided in these different phases. What are the plans for establishing
and maintaining a game plan?



IP

Iw .

8(: 2. Who is in charge of what ? One o, t the key tssumpt ions ,uncTer- 1 yi
research with the Concerns-Based Adopt ion 'lode' is that there is a change
facil it ator soivwhe re who has authority respons 1bi I it v for' fac i i ct at i
the cha,r,ige' e f tor t Thts pet-son( s) can he a' '1 nc cdrn,{nis,trator, a policy
group, the central government, a steering c,immittee, or as i_at.--vtirtdiate on ,

re pr42sentacive.' Somowhere' there are individuals who have clear cut re ;;dons
bi ity ror facilitating th-e cha-nge, and there are also individuals and mecha-
nisms for making -dec is ions., Without this, there is no way to provide a
steadying , hand and the change process can wander astray. Ti is does n,ot, mean
that there is no room for "autonomy." However, there are, Li its on aut,
and at times, dec is ions must be 'made./ The mechanisms for king these den i-
sions are/not clear. It is not cle,K what responsibility lies wh-ere'. De f. ;nit ioki and delineation of authority, responsibility, communication Lines, and
limits are needed, even authority for developing autonomy.

181. ,perspectives will be used when? There are t Imes when the
adminis ive on change is ve ry -Jppr opt- late: There are times
when chan needs. to be viewed fr om a concerns -based perspective. nrga za--
0.on 1 cieviiopment is also appro riate at' certain times and clearly has a

1spec ia rolkY,in, this charlge effo t, given the emphaulsNipon group deg: is ion
''making and problem solving that inherent to the funct ion ing of autonomous
'school's. ,Ifowever, the OD perspective, or 'any (After single perspect ive, does
not include all of the essecttf l dimensions that require attention. Rather,
depending upon the compone.int,j.i9f ,the effort or the time in the change process
different perspectives will be, needed.. The very del ate orehee'stratios' of
these change perspectives must be monitored and carefully :carried out in
order to, be most --facil itat ive., 4

82. 4. What kinds of supports are needed for techcfrs and administrators?
It would seem that at various times in the Nange effort, teachers and
administrators Will need ..special ized technical assistance, tfaini ng.and
resources to facilitate their movement towards an avtonomous scho01-. The
kirtd of support need-cl and when to deliver it will depend very much on
operational def inititn of the innovation that finally results. If. an empha-
sis is placed on dev,e.Rping group process skills, then much more emphasis
will be needed on organizational development-type trai nialg. If emphasis is
placed on a move towards indifl.dualized instruction, then mote' pedagogical

,''resources may be need6d.. In either case,' attent ion to the concerns model ,

would also be appropriate in identifying nd assigning support o the change
ef fo,rts at small group and individual levels.

83. 5. What if key' managers and key institutions fail? A change ()f for t in
the end will succeed or fail depending upon t4e characteristics iof the
organizational unit managet Research f indings Ellice it increasingly clear
that administ-ratcrrs ake a difference. ie there contingency plans for -deal-
ing with, schools where th r key managers simply cannot or will not lead.
their schpol to relat ive utonomy? Entire organizat ional units could be lost
If the adminiStrators lot function effectively in this change effort.

26
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Suggestions

84. The following is a-series of suggestions from the change process per-
spective that should be considere.d.

)
85. 1. Assess Stages of Concern now and at regular intervals as the change
process unfolds. These concerns data can be used to monitor the change pro-,
cess and also as diagnsostid- data to' help in the design of further interven-
tions. The pilot work has already been done on a Dutch language measure of
concern by Roland Vandenberghe and his associates at Catholic University,
Leuven. Concerns data will provide the planners as well as the participants
with useful data about how the process is going at the individual and group
level and provide a diagnostic base fOr determining directions for next
steps.

,
86. 2. Put, the game plan on paper and have it subject to regular review.
The game'plan should be public and concrete. The nnly way to do that is to
put the game plan for the entire change process op paper. The game plan
should, as much as possible, set out the oy rall guidelines,, limits and
opportunities that are available to the autonomous school. The tactics for
how to address and accomplish these guidelines probably should be left to the
discretion df each school. Alteenative initiatives and methods to develop
autonomy should bdvencouraged since there is probably no one "right way" to'
get there and it is clear that each school will be staring from a diffeYent.
'point. however, it is important to know the, limits, expectations, and what
the real supports will be at every phase.

87. 3. 'We recommend a strategy of phasing the innovation implementation.
There are many different innovations, innovation bundles, anti components of
innovations that are proposed as characteristics of an autonomous school. It

is, not possible for the members of the schools or for the.country to handle
the implementation of everything at once. Rather, there needs to be a stra-
tegy of phasing in various innovations and innovation components over an
extended, time period. This all needs to be laid out within the game plan.

88. 4. Train all staff members in decision making. There'seem to be some
logical places to start. An autonomous school requires increased skill.in
group decision making and communication. Therefore, one place to start would
be to increase organizational development type process skills in the members
of the school staff. From aconcerns-based perspective, staff should also be
assigned an area of responsibility whe.relit4hey can apply their newly
acquired skills. This also assumes increased capacity on the part of admini-
stratois. Therefore, 'it is likelj, that administrator.; may need increased
skill in managing the change process, from an administrative, concerns-based,
and process-skill perspectives.

89. 5. Organizational development variables are not the only relevant
variables to consider. Organizational development variables are obviously
important due to the characteristics of the innovatIon of an autonomous
school. kllowever, they-do not include all variables that should he considered
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in the change effort. Training and documentation are going to be needed tram
several other levels and from several other perspectives given the highlj,
complex and extensive change effort that is underway. In many cases, organi-
zational development becomes another innovation that is being implemented.

,P

90, 6. There is a need to focus initial efforts on developing leadership In
the schools. Iladership development will be a key to the success or failure
of the change effort. It cannot be assumed that present administrators and
teachers have the necessary leadership skills. It also cannot be assumed
that external or internal change facilitators will tie readily available and
skilled in all areas necessary to implement this large a change effort.
Identification of roleg and special training across.role groups will he need-
ed. This training again should not be limited solely.to group processes, but
also should include emphasis upon a concerns-based'perspective, administra-
tive pedagogiCal, and policy development perspectives, since all of these
bear- on -the change effort.

91. 7. Establish policies and-mechanisms for developing and providing
internal support structures.' Providing internal support structures'for
'schools ,so, that they might become autonomous seems to be &high priority. At
this time, however, it iArmore important to develop policies and mechanisms
for supporting the internal structures than it is to speokry in detail the
specifics of particular internaltructures. The characteristics and timin
of particular internal support structures can best be determined by individ-
ual.schools. For example, the policy that makes Oneral pro4Ision for
"assignmenelikours" is a good example lof a support structure that schools have
available but with_flexibility in how they will use it. Similarly, the
policy that provides for training of personnel in school management also:
appropriate. However, to decree at this time that the training will be.in
the form of edursqs,.involving a precise number of persons from schools of a
certain size in a given time period seems'to limit autonomy of the individual
school to decide how, when, and to whom management training will be provid-
ed.

.40
Other Issues

92. In concluding 'this, section there are two additiona1 issues that need to
be briefly discussed.

93. .1. What cost/effectiveness faCtors should.be consittered in selecting
change 'perspective? Given the vast sums of money that are to be spent on
educational changes, it is essential that cost/effectiveness be carefully
considered. V the five change perspectives that have been suggested, the
policy and administrative perspectives are clearly the least expengive, but
research evidence makes it clear that by themselves they are not the most
effective ways to accomplish widespread, long=tenn change. Therefore, they
cannot be recommended as being cost effective.
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94. The pedagogical perspective is also relltively Inexpensive, for Ow only
significant costs are for the purchase of equipment and'materia14% This
approach also lacks in effectiveness for it makes no provision for the educ-
tion and training of teachers to use the new materials or programs.

95. The organizational development and concerns-based perspectives are cer-
tainly the most expensive,' at lea,st initially. Both require muli initial
training and ongoing support of personnel for of use; but they offer
much greater promise of continuing effectiveness in aci:omplishing change at
the school and classroom levels. These two approaches develop internal
capabilities for implementing and institutionalizing change which should
endure for many years. When the higher initial casts .ire parceled out over'
the many years of benefits, the costs are not really as great as they seem. 4-

96. Choosing one or the other of these approaches merely on the basis 'of
costs would seem unwise, for the two perspectives can complement each other,
thus reducing the cast and increasing the effectiveness of change. To focus
solely on 'the school as an organization and ignore individual concerns can be
a false ,economy, for unhappy individuals can quickly sabotage an organiza-
tion. 133, the same token, a total focus on individuals without recognition
that they must function in and as an organization will reduce change 'effec-
tiveness.

97. As was indicated earlier, all fivechange perspectives may be approT
priate at certain times and for certain limited purposes: To accomplish the
depth and breadth of change.prOposed for the Netherlands, it seems that the
concerns-based and organizational development perspectives must seriously be
considtTed as primary implementation processes.

98: 21. What are the learning and social effects of the different innova-
tions being implemented? At this time, there is neither research, nor evalua-
tion data available to demonstrate that the desired Darning and social
effects of these various innovations, in fact, do occur. In adDition, it is

not clear what the variousTh'side effects of implementing these innovations
will be. For example, the American exNrience in the 60's suggests that
increased student autonomy and the introduction of more curriculum options
relates to decreased student achie0ement in the "bkisfc skills." There is no
data co indicate what happed'seto achievement in other areas such as the
social arena. Some claim the social unrest in America resulted from the
,"liberal" school., Whatever change perspective(s) are used, careful consider-
ation must be given to documenting and attending to unusual and unexpected'
'effects from a-change effort this large.. It cannot be assumed that all of
the change will be in desired directions or- that all effects can be predict-
ed. It certainly cannot be assumed that effects of the change will be limit-
ed to learning outcomes in school-related areas. It is also quite likely

that social effects, both those possible to anticipate and those that are
Ltpossible to anticipate, will be_ slow in developing and difficult to trace.
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99. Viewing the'Dutch educational.scene from "the outside" as we must, it
appears that social changes within'the NetherlandS have created new national
needs. As is invariably the case,-schools are charged with the responsi-
bility for solving these national social problems. This charge is usually
informalit nature and never'comes as clearly stated educational goals or
policy. These new demands brought..on by social clfanges are added to the
schoo,l's existing responsibilities tittle by little. Often this is done
without clear identification of what the school's priorities, shouldbe and
how they should be met:

100. In the Netherlands' three major educational objectives.halie been formu-
lated by the Government (Meeting of the Education Committee at Ministeral
Level, 1978). These are (a) promotion of personal development, (b) promotion
of active and democratic citizenship, and (c) proffotion of social and econom-
ic resilience. Acceptance of these social/personal objectives by the Dutch
educational system place massive burdens on schools and their staffs and
introduces a complex new of problems for educators.

,101. McMullen (1978 pp. 14-15) reports that employees (not necessarily Dutch
4' employers) increasingly question the value andefficaty of the education of
potential employees. They offer three reasons for their skepticism (1)
necessary standards of literary and numeracy are not attained', (2) undue
emphasis on academic learning means that essential personal qualities are
neglected and (3) academic emphasis.of scilools discourages able students from

, entering high level technicalicoursts. These concerns of employers offer a
vivid picture of the problems ahead for Dutch education. On the one hand
students do not have adequate skills in literacy and numeracy, and on' the
other hand, schools place too, much emphasis on academics. Problems such as
these regarding the role and, effectiveness of education will surely plague
educators in the Netherlands, and other countries foir years to come.

. :

102. Dutch educators are to be commended for anticipating the complex educa-
tional problems that are and 'will be generated by the new and increased soci-
etal demands on schools. Encouraging schools to become more autonomous., is a
promising movement in that it is intended to s6tengthen the Capabilities of
individual schools to Makimize the use of, available resources for solving
_complex problems. In a time when_educational_problems are Increasing and
funds available to schools are severely restricted, the concept of an autono-
mous school has much, diemerit. But school autonomy-is not e only educational
change planned or underway in the Netherlands. Therefore it is necessary to
consider the total picture of educational change before making recommenda-
tions regarding only one aspect of it.

103. McMullen (1978, pp. 97-100) outlines eight areas of change in secondary
schools and it seems that change is underway inJDutc1 schools in each of the
areas to some degree. These areas are:,

.
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Content and.method of curriculum
Differentation in the curriculum
Developing a personal case system
Modifying pupil assessment proceduCes
Developing a guidance and orientation sy4tem.
Maximizing school and community relations

Allt

Revising the interN1,organization of the school %
Developing schools that will avoid student failure andAmderachievement

'-,1

,104. Each of these areas reprelent significant changes in secondary schools;
I .in fact; within some of the areas'there are changes that ado or.cdtld consti-

t

1

uipe a complex innovation. Under _content and method of curriculum:',McMW: en
suggests a.need for reduction in academic emphasis, particularly in the,
matics and, foreign language. Under this same topic, he suggests that e-0

teadhing and learning be done through individual and small group work.
can be seen, within each of the eight major areas there are suggested cha gybes
--that -are aCtudiTY major innovations. Not inclelded in the eight'areas is the
need to educate or re-educate teachers so that they have the skills and know-
ledge to acomplish all of these proposed changes. This is another major area
of change that must accommodated.
/*---

105. Clearly, secondary education in the Netherlands is in the midst of
wIdespread revision and restructuring. This restructuring is certain to take
many years and require of schools and their staffs many changes in roles,
practice and-values. Developing internal support structures that will -

strengthen the relative autonomy of schools is but one change among many that
are planned.

Questions

106. Supposedly, when schools' have adequate internal and external support
structures; they will be able to function autonomously. When schools,,are,
functiohing autonomously, supposedly, individual schools will' be able to
solve man/ of the problems facing Dutch schools. Assuming the plan will work
il'vthis manner, schools will still not be able tosolve all of the education-
al problems at once. Will individual schools be able to establish the
sequence of probleMs they will attempt to solve? One school may feel no need
to differentiate their curriculum accordirt' to student needs ate abilities.
Instead the school may want to revise the procedures for pupil asessment.
Another school may have just the opposite priority. Will social pressures
lead to national policies and priorities that dictate the priority of
problems to be solved?

'107. What types of problems must schools attempt to solve? This s probably
the most impor.tant question to be answered at the national lekrel and the
level of the individual school. The American educational system has for

, years been attempting. to assist in,the solution of the gocial needs of the
fcluntry. Out of this experience, at least two ,facts can be drawn that may
have meaning for Dutch education. First, the more social problems schools
accept responsibility for, the more problems society assigns (informally and
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unofficially) to schools for solution. As a result, the number of iirobfem,
to be solved always otiNeumbers the solutions: Secondly, the more time
schools devote to social problems, the less time they have to devote Al'
demic needs. Thus', schoolls have increasing difficulty maintaining e aca-
demic standards society desirds.

108. So the question is askedoagain irh4t types of problems must schools
solve?" Must schools accept without limits all problems the Dutch society as
a whole wishes to delegate to them or can schools decide that some problems

. are not appropriate for them to dear with?

Suggestions

109. There is little doubt that individual schools know best what problems
they face and ,how they might best be solved. ,Given two major conditions,
schools should become effective solvers of their own problems. The first
need is for adequate training and retraining of staff members to accept the
role of cooperative problem solvers. Associated with this is the need for
schools to have appropriate resources and support structures during. this
period of change. This condition is being met in an outstanding manner by
Dutch education officials. A second condition is one in which informed,
conscious decisions are made regarding the responsibilities of schools will
and will not accept. Schools cannot solve all of the problems of a nation
and if they are expected to do so,,too much their overall effectiveness will
be diminished no matter how vast the support structures:

h

110. It is recommended that a national effort'be initiated to develop

regarding the ,role and responsibilities of schools in the Nether-
lands. liey plannin4 of this type, when coupled with the planning already
done for support structures, will ensure that schools not only have the
capacity for problem solving, but also that they are faced only with probems
schools might realistically be expipcted to solve.

. Concluding Statement

111. The accomplishments of Dutch educators are tremendously impressive.
t
We

slave been reluctant to make many' recommendations, and certainly no criti-
"cisms', for during the 'writing of this paper we have been disturbed by a feel-
ing that we are offering guidance to educators who are deeply involved in
plannlhg for a school of the future that we cannot yet even envision. We are
grateful for the opportunity to contribute to this outstanding educational
endeavor, although we feel we.have gained more than we have giveh.

112. Hopefully,, this work in the Netherlands will serve as a beacon that will
guide us all to new discoverfes in education.
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